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A war between two supernatural races. A beautiful computer genius in grave danger. A seductive,

passionate immortal is her only hope of survival... "The sex scenes were hot! ... A strong woman

heroine." - Becky Cox"Once in a while I post a book spotlight of a worthy book Iâ€™ve managed to

read outside of InDâ€™Tale Magazine ... These books stand on their own and are worth settling into

a comfy arm chair, with a good reading light and maybe a snack or two." -Natasza Waters, Voice

Between the LinesFinn Qualtrough is an alluring Cynn Cruor sniper â€” a member of an order of

immortal human/werewolf/vampire warriors bred by an ancient alchemist who used old age magick

to guard the human race from evil supernatural beings.Eirene Spence is a insomniac hacker with a

reckless penchant for midnight walks in a moonlit Manchester park.And togetherâ€¦ they're a bonfire

of passion!In the midst of a long night of programming impenetrable firewalls for Dac Valerian, one

of her more treacherous anonymous criminal clients, Eirene decides to take a stroll in the park

under the full moon ... and is assaulted by a gang of supernatural villains known as the Scatha

Crurors, the nemesis of the Cynn Cruors, who find pleasure in rape, pillage, plunder, and murder.

Eirene fights off her torturers but can't quite escape them, and just when she fears she's about to

die, she's rescued by Finn â€” a handsome, provocative stranger... whose touch ignites a hunger

inside her that only he can satisfy.By a twist of fate, Finn has been assigned to track down Dac

Valerian. Only Eirene and her ingenious programming capabilities can help him. As the two work

together, an undeniable attraction grows â€” Eirene awakens a desire within Finn to claim her as his

own. She is the very essence of his immortal life. He is her soul. But, after uncovering her true

identity, Dac wants Eirene dead. Now Finn must fulfill his mission while keeping the woman he's

fallen in love with alive.Readers who like steamy romance will love this extremely hot erotic

adventure, as will anyone who loves paranormal romance, werewolves, vampires, and ancient

magick in the otherworldly Scottish countryside.***CONTENT WARNING: This story contains adult

language and sexual situations and intended for audiences 18+ ONLY***
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For centuries, Finn Qualtrough has been looking for the leader of the Scatha Cruor and the killer of

his parents. His search leads him to Eirene, a computer intellectual, hacker, and his soul mate. But

when the Scatha becomes dangerously close to him and the woman he loves, Finn must risk it all to

save her.Isobelle Cate introduces a new breed of paranormal creatures in Rapture at Midnight.

Werewolf, vampire, human warriors? That's a whirlwind of power and sexiness. And boy, was the

mercury boiling from the heat of this story. My favorite part, though, had to be the great amount of

thought the author put into the history of the Cynn Cruor. I enjoyed learning about how such a

powerful ancient army and its enemy survived to present day.Even though this story was filled with

sex, I felt the amount of it was overwhelming and, at times, distracting. I think it hindered the plot

and characters' relationship instead of enhancing them. It was just too much. Once the characters

finished their sexual fling, they would start again. And again. Since the main characters met, sex

seemed to be their only interactions. It was difficult to believe their love, and so, it was hard to

connect with them as characters. Besides being told about their feelings and their mystical Cynn

Cruor mating ritual, Eirene and Finn's relationship didn't feel like love. I just wished more focus was

put on the Cynn Cruor and Eirene and Finn's interactions, rather than their intimate moments.Also,

when the evil villain, Dac Valerian, the head of the Scatha Cruor, came into the picture fully, his part

was very brief. The action was brief. Since the Cynn and Scatha Cruor aspects were my favorite

part of the story, I really want to see more of that in the plot.

This author puts a different twist on Were's and Vamps with them being part of each including part

human. This gives a different look at being something that I have never seen, I found it to be very

interesting. This is not your typical Paranormal this author takes it to a different level. I totally loved



this book! I thought it was awesome to see how being part of each make them different than if they

were one hundred percent one or the other. I loved how they find their mate and how they mated.I

found this to be one hot read I doubt you can read this and not get a little excited yourself. The

chemistry between the main characters is powerful you can feel the pull and power of it. Once the

matting is done to know what the other thinks, feels, knowing where they are at all times, their pain,

to be able to heal them just blows my mind. To go 100 of years without finding that one person who

is your soul mate and maybe not finding them ever must be very hard.I knew from the start that

Eirene had to be very special with all that she did I think even Finn knew after he saw what she did

and stood up for herself. She is a wonderful strong woman who stands her ground even when the

odds are against her. She will fight to the death for those she cares about. She is just a wonderful

love strong person who gives so much and brings so much to this story.Finn is one hot Cynn Cruor

who can bite my neck anytime. He intrigues me with all he can do. He is such a caring soul out to

find his parents killers. You feel his pain and sorrow from the first page it breaks your heart to see

him as a young boy. He grows in to a find man any parents would be proud of. He doesnâ€™t

understand the strong pull he has for Eirene.
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